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Dungeons & Dragons
Art & Arcana
A Visual History
An illustrated guide to the history of the beloved
role-playing game, told through paintings, sketches,
illustrations, and visual ephemera.
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DUNGEONS & DRAGONS® is the most iconic
and pervasive gaming franchise in the world. This
officially licensed illustrated history provides an
unprecedented look at the evolution of the game, and
features more than 700 pieces of artwork—culled from
every edition of the manuals and modules, decades
of Dragon® magazine, and classic advertisements and
merchandise—including never-before-seen sketches,
large-format canvases, and more.
ARTEOLOGY CROWDSOURCING ART

BELOW Wayne Reynold’s “eye
of flame beholder,” originally
published in [au: what year? file
says 2008].

WAYNE REYNOLDS’S ICONIC DEPICTION of the all-new “eye of

flame beholder” (below) appeared on marketing ads, miniature
packaging, and beyond. It quickly became among the most
iconic images of D&D’s 4th Edition, so much so that Wizards of
the Coast senior art director Jon Schindehette administered a
widely publicized community-building contest, challenging fans
and artists to render alternative versions of Wayne Reynolds’s
landmark illustration. The results proved that the fan and fantasy
art community were in fact one.

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399580949 • 10/23/2018
HC • $50.00 US ($66.00 CAN)
448 PAGES • 9 × 117⁄8

M I C H A E L W I T W E R is the author of the critically acclaimed Empire

of Imagination: Gary Gygax and the Birth of Dungeons & Dragons,
GeekDad’s Best Book of 2015. K Y L E N E W M A N is a writer/director
whose directorial work includes Fanboys and music videos for Taylor
Swift and Lana Del Rey. J O N P E T E R S O N is the author of Playing
at the World, named “the first serious history of the development of
DUNGEONS & DRAGONS” by the Village Voice. S A M W I T W E R is
an actor best known for his lead role in the SyFy series Being Human,
for which he was nominated for a Gemini Award in 2011.
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Contact High

Edge of Order

A Visual History of Hip-Hop

An exploration of the work and creative process
of master architect Daniel Libeskind.
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Featuring rare outtakes from over 100
photoshoots alongside interviews and essays
from industry legends, Contact High: A
Visual History of Hip-Hop takes readers on
a chronological journey from old-school to
alternative hip-hop and from analog to digital
photography. The ultimate companion for
music and photography enthusiasts, this book
is the definitive history of hip-hop’s early days,
celebrating the artists that shaped the iconic
album covers, T-shirts, and posters beloved by
hip-hop fans today.

Daniel Libeskind is one of the foremost architects
of our time, celebrated for designs including the
Jewish Museum Berlin and New York’s World
Trade Center Redevelopment. Here Libeskind
opens the door to his unique creative process,
guiding us through a diverse selection of his
projects via text and a rich array of visuals,
including drawings, plans, and photographs.
Both a record of Libeskind’s remarkable career
and an intimate portrait of an artist, Edge of
Order encourages creative people in any field to
discover new inspiration.

V I K K I T O B A K is a journalist who has written

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573883 • 10/16/2018
HC • $40.00 US ($54.00 CAN)
288 PAGES • 10 × 13
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for The FADER, Complex Magazine, Vibe, and
more. She is the founding curator of FotoDC’s
film program and has lectured about music
photography at American University, the Library
of Congress, and the Museum of Contemporary
Art Detroit.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780451497352 • 11/27/2018
HC • $80.00 US ($105.00 CAN)
320 PAGES • 10 × 12

D A N I E L L I B E S K I N D is the founder and principal
of Studio Daniel Libeskind. He is an international
figure in architectural practice and urban design,
with more than 40 projects worldwide.
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The Nasty Woman Game

Good Night Stories for
Rebel Girls: 50 Postcards

A Card Game for Every Feminist

Teach girls that they can be anything they want to be
with this postcard set of 50 world-changing women.

Say what you really think in this entertaining and
empowering card game from the creator of the
original Nasty Woman T-shirt.
You can never have enough feminists on your side
when it comes to fighting the patriarchy. In the
game of Nasty Woman, you take turns drawing
cards, following the prompts, and strategizing your
next move. You shout out answers to any Statement
Cards to win Nasty Woman Cards. Get the You’re
Trumped Card, and you’re out of the game—unless
you can trade in a Nasty Woman Card to save you.
The last player standing is the nastiest one who
wins the game. Included are 110 cards and very easy
instructions with illustrations and bios for 20 iconic
feminists—all packaged in a striking box with a
slide-out tray and a ribbon tab.

A M A N D A B R I N K M A N is the creator of the original

Nasty Woman T-shirt, which has been worn by
celebrities like Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Katy Perry, Will
Ferrell, and Kristen Bell. Her work has been featured in
more than 100 publications, including the Washington
Post, Forbes, Teen Vogue, and New York magazine. She
lives in New Orleans.

Based on the New York Times bestseller and the most
crowdfunded original book in Kickstarter history,
here are 50 postcards that celebrate your favorite
heroes, from First Lady Michelle Obama to the Syrian
refugee and Olympic swimmer Yusra Mardini. The
cards are packed in a keepsake box and organized
with 5 tabbed dividers: Pioneers, Leaders, Creators,
Champions, and Warriors who have broken barriers.
With a short biography of the woman on each card
and powerful quotes and historical dates to pepper
the package, this is a perfect stocking stuffer or gift
for your favorite feminist.

F R A N C E S C A C AVA L L O and E L E N A FAV I L L I

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525576051 • 7/31/2018
CARD GAME • $18.99 US ($24.99 CAN)
110 CARDS • 8 × 4
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CLARKSON POTTER
9780525576525 • 9/4/2018
BOXED POSTCARDS • $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
50 POSTCARDS • 4 × 6

grew up in Italy. They are founders of the
media company Timbuktu and the creators of
Good Night Stories for Rebel Girls and Good
Night Stories for Rebel Girls 2, which have been
translated into more than 40 languages. They
have written for and been reviewed in various
publications, including the Guardian, Vogue,
New York Times, El Pais, Los Angeles Times,
Colors Magazine, Corriere della Sera, and La
Repubblica. They live in Venice, California.
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Women in Science Puzzle

Modern HERstory

Fearless Pioneers Who Changed the World
Jigsaw Puzzle & Poster

Stories of Women and Nonbinary People
Rewriting History

A fun and inspiring 500-piece jigsaw puzzle
that features 15 trailblazing female scientists.

Illustrated profiles of contemporary female
activists, leaders, and change-makers of all ages
and backgrounds.

Based on the New York Times bestselling book
Women in Science, this charmingly illustrated
puzzle celebrates 15 groundbreaking women
in science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics. The puzzle includes a 10½ x 14-inch
poster of the finished graphic, plus short bios of
the featured women. A perfect gift for budding
feminists and science lovers, this puzzle will
provide hours of entertainment for the
whole family.

Modern HERstory is an inspiring and radical
celebration of 70 women and girls who are changing
the world today. All of the trailblazers profiled come
from traditionally overlooked groups—people of
color, queer folks, trans folks, Muslims, and young
people—but their contributions are mighty. This
book tells the stories of these leaders, their causes,
and their movements in an easy-to-follow format
appropriate for all ages.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573029 • 8/28/2018
JIGSAW PUZZLE & POSTER • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
500 PIECES • 73⁄4 × 93⁄4

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399582233 • 10/16/2018
HC • $17.99 US ($23.99 CAN)
208 PAGES • 8 × 8

B L A I R I M A N I is a black queer American
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R A C H E L I G N O T O F S K Y is a Los Angeles–based
illustrator and designer. She is the author of the
New York Times bestseller Women in Science as
well as Women in Sports and I Love Science.

Muslim activist and the founder of the nonprofit
Equality for HER. She has appeared on Fox News
and MSNBC and lectured at Yale and Harvard
Universities. She lives in New York City.
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Rad Women Series

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

Rad Girls Can
Stories of Bold, Brave, and Brilliant
Young Women
Profiles of inspiring and accomplished girls
who’ve made positive impacts on the world
before age 20, all accompanied by compelling
original paper-cut art.
From the New York Times bestselling authorillustrator team, here are the stories of a diverse
group of girls—including Anne Frank, Jazz
Jennings, Joan of Arc, and many as-yet-unknown
pioneers—who have excelled in male-dominated
sports; spoken out against injustice and
discrimination; expressed themselves through
dance, writing, and music; advocated for girls
around the world; and much more.

TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399581106 • 7/17/2018
HC • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
112 PAGES • 7 × 9
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K AT E S C H AT Z is a feminist writer, activist, and

educator. M I R I A M K L E I N S TA H L is an artist,
educator, and activist. They are the authors of
Rad American Women A–Z, Rad Women Worldwide,
and My Rad Life: A Journal.

RAD WOMEN WORLDWIDE
TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399578861 • 9/27/2016
HC • $15.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
112 PAGES • 7 × 9

RAD WOMEN WORLDWIDE: 20 MINI-POSTERS
CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759551 • 12/05/2017
MINI POSTERS • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
20 POSTERS • 7 × 9

RAD AMERICAN WOMEN A–Z POSTCARDS
CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759568 • 7/11/2017
POSTCARD BOOK • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
26 POSTCARDS • 41⁄4 × 6

MY RAD LIFE: A JOURNAL
TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399579509 • 8/15/2017
TR JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
176 PAGES • 6 × 8
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Unladylike

Heart of Gold

A Field Guide to Smashing the Patriarchy
and Claiming Your Space

Little Acts of Kindness
Positive change starts with your
little acts of kindness.

A funny, fact-driven, and illustrated field guide to
living a feminist life in today’s world.

For those who seek opportunities to help others
while sharing mindfulness, hope, and gratitude,
Heart of Gold is the gift of encouragement. This
gilded journal is brimming with ideas for volunteering and community service. It’s also a daily
reminder to make positive change in the world.
As you complete the tasks herein, fold down each
metallic gold page and an indented heart will
appear—an everlasting reminder of your offerings
to the greater good.

This fully intersectional, fully unapologetic, and fully
radical guide examines why and how the patriarchy
is alive and well, and how fierce modern women can
smash it. Handling both the political and personal
implications of modern feminism with wit and sass,
Unladylike is packed with practical advice, and
empowers readers to create a female future.

R O B I E R O G G E is a New York City–based
TEN SPEED PRESS
9780399580451 • 10/2/2018
HC• $24.00 US ($32.00 CAN)
288 PAGES • 71⁄2 × 9
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C R I S T E N C O N G E R and CA R O L I N E E RV I N

are hosts of the hit feminist podcast Unladylike and
former hosts of the podcast Stuff Mom Never Told
You. They are based in Atlanta, Georgia.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524762322 • 12/18/2018
HC GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
192 PAGES • 53⁄4 × 53⁄4

packager who has created guided journals for
Chronicle Books, Abrams, and the Museum of
Modern Art. D I A N S M I T H is a freelance writer
and public school teacher.
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Do One Thing

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

Do One Thing Every
Day Together
A Journal for Two
The newest journal in Potter’s bestselling
Do One Thing Every Day series is here!
Do One Thing Every Day Together is the perfect
reason for couples to unwind, unplug, and spend
time together. With this little book, couples will
create a time capsule of their relationship by
answering thoughtful prompts and doing activities
together to strengthen their bond. The journal offers
a variety of questions to answer individually or, at
times, about your partner. Both of you can see how
your answers compare, contrast, and change as you
spend time reflecting on yourselves as a couple.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763633 • 9/18/2018
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.95 US ($17.50 CAN)
368 PAGES • 41⁄2 × 53⁄4
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R O B I E R O G G E is a New York City–based

packager who has created guided journals for
Chronicle Books, Abrams, and the Museum of
Modern Art. D I A N S M I T H is a freelance writer
and public school teacher.

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT SCARES YOU
CLARKSON POTTER
9780385345774 •12/31/2013
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.95 US ($14.95 CAN)
368 PAGES • 41⁄2 × 53⁄4

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT CENTERS YOU
CLARKSON POTTER
9780553459708 • 6/7/2016
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.95 US ($17.50 CAN)
368 PAGES • 41⁄2 × 53⁄4

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT INSPIRES YOU
CLARKSON POTTER
9780553447880 • 10/13/2015
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.95 US ($16.95 CAN)
368 PAGES • 41⁄2 × 53⁄4

DO ONE THING EVERY DAY THAT MAKES YOU HAPPY
CLARKSON POTTER
9780451496805 • 8/8/2017
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL • $12.95 US ($17.50 CAN)
368 PAGES • 41⁄2 × 53⁄4
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The Fox and the Star
The illustrator and author of the children’s books The Fox and the Star and The Worm and the Bird,
C O R A L I E B I C K F O R D - S M I T H is one of the most renowned designers in the publishing industry,
especially recognized and celebrated for her illustrated covers of Penguin’s clothbound series. These
delightful products bring her beloved Fox and his friend the Star out of the book and into your home.

The Fox and the Star
Gift Tags with Metallic Cord

The Fox and the Star
A Keepsake Journal
With screen-printing and a foil-stamped star
on the cover, this blank journal features cream
lined pages punctuated by five-color illustrations
from the original book—and a ribbon marker for
keeping your place.

This bespoke set of 10 foil-stamped gift tags will
add magic and wonder to nursery walls, gifts, or the
holiday tree. Each gift tag features an enchanting
illustration on one side with space for personalizing
a message on the other.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574422 • 9/25/2018
HC JOURNAL • $18.00 US ($24.00 CAN)
160 LINED PAGES • 6 × 81⁄2

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574415 • 9/25/2018
PAPER ORNAMENTS • $15.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
10 ORNAMENTS • 41⁄8 × 41⁄8
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THE FOX AND THE STAR
PENGUIN BOOKS
9780143108672 • 11/10/2015
HC • $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
64 PAGES • 7 × 97⁄8

THE WORM AND THE BIRD
PENGUIN BOOKS
9780143132868 • 10/10/2017
HC • $24.00 US ($32.00 CAN)
64 PAGES • 7 × 97⁄8
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Emily Winfield Martin
Dream World

The Wonderful
Baby You Are

20 Wonderful Prints to Frame

A Record of Baby’s First Year

Bestselling children’s book author Emily Winfield
Martin’s beautiful and whimsical art glows on
these 20 frameable prints featuring her beloved
animals, children, landscapes, and mythical
beasts. This keepsake collection will fill a child’s
room with color and magic. Printed on luxurious
card stock and measuring 8 x 10 inches, each print
fits both a 10 x 12-inch frame or an 11 x 14-inch
frame with matte.

Capture every precious memory and moment
of your baby’s first years with this beautiful
keepsake album.
Featuring enchanting illustrations and quotes by
bestselling author and illustrator Emily Winfield
Martin, this book will preserve the little and
monumental milestones of early childhood. With
guided prompts, places to put photographs, four
glued-in envelopes for mementos, and a gatefold
family tree, The Wonderful Baby You Are is the
perfect way to document and cherish your child
during the early years of parenthood.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574583 • 11/6/2018
HC JOURNAL • $25.00 US ($34.00 CAN)
64 PAGES • 8 × 9
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E M I LY W I N F I E L D M A R T I N is the author and

illustrator of Dream Animals, Day Dreamers, The
Wonderful Things You Will Be, Snow and Rose, and
Oddfellow’s Orphanage. She lives in Portland, Oregon.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574590 • 11/6/2018
BOXED PRINTS • $20.00 US ($27.00 CAN)
20 PRINTS • 81⁄2 × 101⁄2
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Donna Wilson’s Critters
Meet Suki Mushroom, Pia Panda, Bibi Bear, Peanut,
and the other members of Donna Wilson’s whimsical critter family.

Ginge Cat and Pia Panda
Critter Journals
Two irresistible die-cut journals with threadstitched features and ribbon tails for fans of
Jellycats, Trolls, and Minions. They are perfect
for taking notes, bullet journaling, and recording
thoughts and ideas.

Donna Wilson
Critter Cards
This box set collection of 12 colorful diecut note cards and envelopes features 6
of renowned textile artist Donna Wilson’s
adorable, imaginary creatures that have
until now only been available in luxe knitted
versions. A sheet of 12 critter stickers for
decorating is also included.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525572862 • 8/28/2018
NOTE CARDS • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
12 CARDS AND 12 ENVELOPES • 43⁄8 × 81⁄2
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D O N N A W I L S O N is a London-based illustrator

and textile designer. Her luxurious knitted and
felted pillowcases, blankets, and stuffed animals
are widely available. Donna also has a successful
licensing program.

GINGE CAT CRITTER JOURNAL
CLARKSON POTTER
9780525572831 • 8/28/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
144 LINED PAGES • 47⁄16 × 7

PIA PANDA CRITTER JOURNAL
CLARKSON POTTER
9780525572848 • 8/28/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
144 LINED PAGES • 47⁄16 × 7
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Wee Society
Three fill-in travel journals with postcards to send
and stickers to decorate with.

Wee Hee Hee
A Collection of Pretty Funny
Jokes and Pictures
Kid-friendly riddles and brilliantly colored
images merge in this crossover humor
and art book for all ages.

GO! (BLUE)

GO! (RED)

GO! (YELLOW)

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763015 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 × 9

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763022 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 × 9

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763039 • 3/27/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
64 PAGES • 61⁄2 × 9

A BOX OF AWESOME THINGS
MATCHING GAME

AN INCOMPLETE BOOK OF
AWESOME THINGS

ME: A COMPENDIUM

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759544 • 9/26/2017
GAME • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
40 PIECES • 55⁄8 × 55⁄8

CLARKSON POTTER
9780553459807 • 8/23/2016
BOARD BOOK • $10.00 US ($13.50 CAN)
36 PAGES • 6 × 7

CLARKSON POTTER
9780553459791 • 8/23/2016
HC JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
144 PAGES • 61⁄2 × 9

Researchers found that telling jokes can enhance
creativity, sociability, empathy, and self-esteem
in kids—laughter really is the best medicine.
In this charming and colorful oversize book of
riddles, Wee Society offers 50 classic and brandnew riddles and vibrantly colored images in their
signature graphic style. This gigantically fun
book will tickle the funny bones and light up the
neurons of children and adults alike.

A L S O AVA I L A B L E
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CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759964 • 9/18/2018
HC • $22.00 US ($29.00 CAN)
64 PAGES • 11 × 15

W E E S O C I E T Y is an award-winning design studio

that makes kid- and parent-friendly games, clothing,
art prints, and apps beloved for their use of color,
interactivity, and cutting-edge design.
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Wonder

A L S O AVA I L A B L E

Wonder School Planner
For the millions of kids who read R. J. Palacio’s
bestselling Wonder books and saw the Wonder
movie, this colorful, interactive planner is
a perfect way to keep organized at school
and beyond.

CHOOSE KIND JOURNAL
CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759421 • 3/28/2017
FLEXI GUIDED JOURNAL
$16.99 US ($21.99 CAN)
368 PAGES • 51⁄2 x 7

This concealed spiral-bound school planner offers
52 weeks-at-a-glance, with spaces for tracking six
classes plus afterschool, and a place for noting due
dates for quizzes, tests, and projects. A dry erase
page is bound in the front of the planner so parents,
teachers, and students can communicate. The sturdy
concealed wire-o binding, cool kraft paper cover
ideal for customizing and doodling, and sheet of
colorful Wonder themed stickers make this a musthave for every would-be organized middle schooler.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524760489 • 6/26/2018
FLEXI JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
112 PAGES • 7 × 9
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WONDER NOTEBOOKS
CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759414 • 9/26/2017
$12.99 US ($16.99 CAN)
TR JOURNAL SET
192 PAGES (48 PAGES EACH)
53⁄4 x 81⁄4

R . J . PA L AC I O is the author of the Wonder books,
which have sold 14 million copies worldwide. She
lives in New York City with her husband, two sons,
and two dogs.

WONDER NOTES
CLARKSON POTTER
9781524759407 • 3/28/2017
$9.99 US ($12.99 CAN)
400 SHEETS • 4 x 4
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Jordan Sondler
Tokens of My Love

Keep Out!

24 IOUs

A Diary

Share the love with this box of quirky-cute
redeemable tokens.

Keep your secrets safe in this teenage dream
of a diary.

If you’re out of gift ideas or need a quick pick-meup for a pal, look no further than Jordan Sondler’s
adorably illustrated Tokens of My Love. Each
chipboard token boasts a covetable exchange,
such as a picnic in the park, a shoulder to cry on,
or a personal assistant. Twenty-two of the tokens
are illustrated with irresistible IOUs, and two
are blank for you to fill out. Gift one token or the
whole box to your BFF, your sister, or your new
crush and encourage them to redeem at any time!

Even when our teenage years are behind us, we could
all use a little space to pour out our feelings. Whether
you’re writing love poems, ranting about the news,
gushing about your successes, or taking a moment
to appreciate the little joys in life, this punchy
hardcover diary is the perfect place to contain
your daily musings. With Jordan Sondler’s vibrant,
’90s-influenced illustrations, flocked cover details,
stickers, and a smiley face charm at the end of a
ribbon marker, journalers and doodlers of all ages
will love spending time with this diary every day.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574255 • 12/4/2018
PAPER TOKENS • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
24 TOKENS • 31⁄⁄4 × 3

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525574262 • 12/4/2018
HC JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
160 LINED PAGES • 5 × 7

J O R DA N S O N D L E R is a New York–based

24

illustrator whose work includes digital, print, and
hard goods with a focus on pattern. Select clients
include Nickelodeon, Fishs Eddy, ban.do, Urban
Outfitters, Lenny Letter, and Barkbox.
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Noor Unnahar
find your voice

yesterday i was the moon

A Guided Poetry Journal for Your
Heart and Your Art

From a young Pakistani voice with power and
depth comes a debut poetry collection about
home, heart, and the path to self-discovery.

Explore your poetic style with this unique
journal from Insta-darling Noor Unnahar.

Noor Unnahar’s moving poetry collects and makes
sense of the treacherous modern pathways a teenager must travel on her journey toward adulthood.
Focused on the catharsis of creating art and the
struggle to find her voice, Noor’s work ranges from
succinct universal truths to flowery prose exploring her heritage, what it means to find home, and
the intimate, painful dance of practicing self-care.
Tinged with the heartbreak of a broken home
and the complexity of a rich cultural background,
yesterday i was the moon stands out from the Instapoetry crowd as a collection worth keeping.

Noor Unnahar, poet and author of yesterday i
was the moon, encourages burgeoning poets to
explore their writing style in the first guided
journal of its kind. With more than 100 creativewriting prompts that explore poetic devices and
the work of modern poets, readers will learn how
to craft poetry from the heart. Noor’s prompts
also guide readers toward collaging as a form
of enhancing their own poetry, creating a visual
experience as well as a soul-searching one.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525576037 • 10/23/2018
TR GUIDED JOURNAL • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
160 PAGES • 51⁄16 × 71⁄4
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N O O R U N N A H A R is a modern-day artist and poet

whose work combines handwritten text, tactile collage,
and photography to illuminate themes of hope, home,
self-love, culture, acceptance, and survival.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525576013 • 3/27/2018
TR • $14.99 US ($19.99 CAN)
160 PAGES • 51⁄16 × 71⁄4
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Call Me Ishmael

My Reading Journal

Sentence Diagrams of Great Literary Openers

A Notebook and Diary for Book Lovers

The opening lines from some of the most
beloved works of literature, deconstructed into
old-school sentence diagrams.

Use this blank journal to log all the details
about a book you love, to capture your daily
thoughts, or to foster discovery on your next
great read.

From Pride and Prejudice to Peter Pan, this
postcard book features the first sentences
from adult and children’s fiction—diagrammed
according to the iconic Reed-Kellogg system.
The 12 designs (24 postcards) are color coded
on the front with a key to the parts of speech on
the back, making this a fun gift for book lovers,
college students, and writers.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763589 • 8/14/2018
BOUND POSTCARDS • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
24 CARDS • 41⁄4 × 6
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With a foil-stamped cloth cover, ribbon marker,
and cream paper, this beautiful journal is
portable enough to keep by the bedside or tote
along to book club meetings. Lined pages allow
you to use the journal any way you wish, and with
dozens of esteemed reading lists in the back—
including winners of the Pulitzer Prize, Man
Booker Prize, and more—you’ll have wonderful
book recommendations at your fingertips.

P O P C H A R T L A B ' S team of researchers and

designers assemble, sift, cull, and arrange massive
amounts of data into meaningful works of art and
information. They are based in New York City.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763619 • 8/14/2018
CLOTHBOUND JOURNAL • $12.99 US ($17.50 CAN)
224 PAGES • 4 × 6
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That Doesn’t Mean What
You Think It Means

Speeches of Note
An Eclectic Collection of Orations Deserving
of a Wider Audience

The 150 Most Commonly Misused Words
and Their Tangled Histories

An illustrated collection of 80 of history’s
most interesting, profound, and, in some cases,
unknown speeches from diverse personalities.

An entertaining and informative guide to the
most common 150 words even smart people use
incorrectly, along with pithy forays into their
fascinating etymologies and tangled histories
of use and misuse.

This uniquely curated and artfully illustrated
book celebrates oratory old and new, highlighting
the speeches we know and admire, from the likes
of Winston Churchill, Ida B. Wells, Sitting Bull,
and Martin Luther King Jr. The book also reveals
speeches that, despite their brilliance, have until
now been ignored or forgotten.

This gifty little book will save you from sticky
linguistic situations—and provide fascinating
cocktail-party anecdotes to boot! Each of the
150 entries starts off with a grammar-shaming
example of the word’s misuse by offenders
such as the New York Times, followed by short
etymologies and (often surprisingly nasty)
debates. By the end of this book, literati of all
persuasions will be able to confidently use such
words as a priori, factoid, meteorite, and unique as
well as choose between adverse/averse, alternate/
alternative, epitaph/epithet, and more!
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Seattle-based K AT H RY N P E T R A S and Ontariobased R O S S P E T R A S are the authors of the #1
bestselling page-a-day calendar The 365 Stupidest
Things Ever Said (4.5 million copies sold), You’re
Saying It Wrong, and many other bestselling humor
and gift books.
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London-based writer S H AU N U S H E R is the
custodian of the hugely popular blog Letters of Note,
and the author of Letters of Note and Lists of Note.
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Have a Blast
P O P C H A R T L A B made a name for themselves with infographic post-

ers that map pop culture touchstones—from a taxonomy of beer types to
sneaker designs. Based on their popular A History of Space Travel poster,
this stellar collection celebrates crewed space missions from 1961 to the
present, appealing to science lovers, students, game geeks, and more.

The History of Space
Travel Playing Cards

The History of Space
Travel Puzzle
With a colorful reference poster that includes the
puzzle design on the front and a complete timeline of manned space missions on the back, this
500-piece puzzle packaged in a sturdy box is both
a brainteaser and a fun history lesson for all ages.

This space-themed box set includes two decks
of playing cards with jokers printed on the same
high-grade, flexible, and durable stock found
in many professional paper card decks. An
accordion booklet offers easy rules for 10 familyfriendly card games and cosmic trivia.

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524763602 • 8/28/2018
PLAYING CARD SET WITH BOOKLET • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
108 CARDS, 22-PAGE BOOKLET • 51⁄2 × 315⁄16
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The New York Botanical Garden
Rare and magnificent botanical art from the archives
of the world-renowned landmark garden adorns these
beautiful and practical gifts.

Flower Mandala Planner
Stay beautifully organized.

Wall of Orchids
20 Rare Botanical Prints to Frame
These 20 brilliantly colored prints of rare orchids
from the New York Botanical Garden—housed in an
elegant, keepsake box—will adorn any space. They
can be mounted singly or together for a dramatic
wall statement or used for gifting. Printed on
luxurious card stock and measuring 8 x 10 inches,
each fits both a 10 x 12-inch frame or an 11 x 14-inch
frame with matte.

Illustrated with floral mandalas created from original botanical artwork from the archives
of the New York Botanical Garden, this slim perpetual weekly planner is the perfect tool for keeping
life simple, organized, and lovely.

T H E N E W YO R K B OTA N I CA L G A R D E N is an

CLARKSON POTTER
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CLARKSON POTTER
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iconic living museum founded in 1891. It is a
National Historic Landmark with 250 acres
supporting over one million living plants. Each
year more than one million visitors walk the
grounds to enjoy the remarkable diversity of
tropical, temperate, and desert flora.
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The Wondrous Workings
of Planet Earth

Whales
An Illustrated Celebration

Understanding Our World and Its Ecosystems

A gorgeously illustrated, entertaining, and
educational guide to the wonderful whales,
dolphins, and porpoises of the world.

A richly illustrated, charming, and educational
guide to the world we live in.

This charming collection explores the most
interesting and illuminating facts about these
beloved animals, from their mysterious evolution to their bodies, special abilities, habitats, and
more. Perfect for nature and animal lovers of all
ages, Whales also delves into cetaceans’ special
connection to humans, the current state of whales
worldwide, and how we can help preserve these
beautiful creatures.

Through detailed drawings, maps, and
infographics, this journey around the world
makes earth science entertaining and accessible,
explaining how our planet works. Covering
everything from Earth’s diverse ecosystems and
their inhabitants to the levels of ecology, the
importance of biodiversity, climate change,
weather cycles, and more, The Wondrous Workings
of Planet Earth is perfect for nature-loving
readers of all ages.
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R AC H E L I G N OTO F S K Y is a Los Angeles–based

illustrator and designer. She is the author of the New
York Times bestseller Women in Science, as well as
Women in Sports and I Love Science.
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K E L S E Y O S E I D is a Minneapolis-based illustrator,

painter, artist, and amateur naturalist. She is the
author of What We See in the Stars.
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David Allen Sibley
Sibley Backyard Birds
Matching Game

Sibley Planner
Birders and nature-lovers will delight in this
slim and elegant perpetual weekly planner
illustrated with colorful paintings of birds by
leading ornithologist David Allen Sibley. The
week-at-a-glance layouts offer plenty of room for
entering tasks and appointments, and the sticker
that carries the title can be removed, leaving the
notebook beautifully anonymous.

Learning to recognize birds has never
been more fun.
This classic matching game housed in a sturdy
and elegant box includes 40 pieces depicting 20
backyard birds. Each bird is an original painting
by renowned ornithologist David Allen Sibley.

CLARKSON POTTER
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DAV I D A L L E N S I B L E Y is the author of the

bestselling Sibley Birding Field Guides. He lives in
Deerfield, Massachusetts.
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Greetings From . . .

World’s Greatest
Bookstores

24 Vintage-Style Postcards of National
Parks Across America

100 Postcards

For hikers, campers, and nature lovers, a set of
24 postcards that celebrates America’s national
parks and the heyday of road-tripping.

100 postcards—50 illustrations—for anyone who has
ever dreamed of working in a bookstore.
In this tribute to the New York Times bestseller
Footnotes from the World’s Greatest Bookstores, Bob
Eckstein brings his heart-tugging illustrations to a
postcard set. Here are 100 postcards that celebrate
the pillar of every community—the independent
bookstore—with 50 total illustrations, including
never-before-seen designs—both to send and to save.

As useful as it is beautiful, this colorful and cool
set of 24 postcards presents illustrated maps of
24 renowned national parks with a range of geographical and topographical features. Rendered
in a way that evokes the iconic look of postcards
of the past, each card features a detailed map dotted with landmarks, native plants, and commonly
found animals.
EVERGLADES IN FLORIDA
ARCHES IN UTAH
DENALI IN ALASK A
GLACIER IN MONTANA
GR AND CANYON IN ARIZONA
HAWAI ’ I VOLCANOES IN HAWAI ’ I
OLYMPIC IN WASHINGTON
ROCKY MOUNTAIN IN COLOR ADO
GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS IN
TENNESSEE AND NORTH CAROLINA
YOSEMITE IN CALIFORNIA
YELLOWSTONE IN W YOMING ,
MONTANA , AND IDAHO
ACADIA IN MAINE

CLARKSON POTTER
9781524761240 • 6/5/2018
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K AT H R Y N H U N T E R trained as a printmaker and has a bachelor of
fine arts in printmaking from Montana State University–Bozeman and a
master of fine arts in printmaking from Louisiana State University. She
began Blackbird Letterpress in 2003 in Lafayette, Louisiana, and has
won several design awards, including the Louie Award (Greeting Card
Association) and the Trendy Award (Stationery Trends magazine).
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B O B E C K S T E I N is a cartoonist, author, and
illustrator. His cartoons appear regularly in the New
Yorker and other magazines. He is also the author of
The History of the Snowman.
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The Gift of Calligraphy
A Modern Approach to Hand Lettering
with 25 Projects to Give and to Keep
An easy-to-follow guide to learning the art of
calligraphy, with 25 gorgeously photographed
projects to make beautiful gifts and home decor.
This lavish, full-color guide begins with a primer for
creating a simple alphabet—by finding your own personal style of lettering—followed by 25 projects with
step-by-step photography. High-production values like
debossing, a textured case, and charming illustrations
accompany the lush photography.
M AY B E L L E I M A S A- S T U KU L S is an artist, designer,

calligrapher, and author of the Belle Calligraphy Kit. She
lives in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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The Ultimate Brush
Lettering Guide
A Complete Step-by-Step Creative Workbook
to Jumpstart Modern Calligraphy Skills
A guide to learning brush lettering, including
basics, flourishes, and project ideas.
Whether you’re a beginner who has never used a
brush pen or a seasoned letterer looking for a new
flourish, this book offers everything you need to
know about brush lettering. You’ll learn how to
choose the best tools and get an overview of basics
and styles, including templates for unique projects.

Draw Your Day
An Inspiring Guide to Keeping a
Sketch Journal
A guide for keeping an illustrated daily journal,
featuring information on materials, instructional
prompts, and creative inspiration.
This instructional guidebook doubles as an
encouraging manifesto about how creating art—
even art that’s not museum-worthy—can make
your life more mindful and meaningful. Draw
Your Day is ideal for both seasoned artists looking for fresh inspiration as well as aspiring artists
who need a friendly prompt to get started.

P E G GY D E A N , a nationally recognized artist who

Draw Your Day
Sketchbook
Making Ordinary Days Come to Life on Paper
A sketchbook featuring prompts and inspiration,
suitable for pencil, ink, watercolor, collage, and
more, and the blank cover is fully customizable—
make it your own!

S A M A N T H A D I O N B A K E R is an artist and

graphic designer based in Brooklyn and known
for her detailed illustrations and journal work
published, most recently, in BuzzFeed and on her
popular Instagram account.

focuses on modern calligraphy and line drawing, is
the author of the popular blog The Pigeon Letters.
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Botanical Line Drawing

Pop Manga Mermaids
and Other Sea Creatures

200 Step-by-Step Flowers, Leaves, Cacti,
Succulents, and Other Items Found in Nature

A Coloring Book

An approachable and whimsical no-skillsnecessary guide to drawing flora from nature—
with 200 step-by-step prompts.

From the Pop Surrealist artist, a collection of
beautiful black-and-white images of mermaids
and more, all drawn in a manga-inspired style.

Through an easy-to-master line-drawing art
form featuring bold and simple designs, Peggy
Dean shows how to easily begin and then build
into more elaborate illustrations—all the while
inspiring you to find your own personal drawing
style. The book includes popular subjects from
the natural world like flowers, leaves, succulents,
trees, plants, and more.

WATSON-GUPTILL
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Following the success of her Pop Manga Coloring
Book, artist Camilla d’Errico presents new images
of beloved characters from undersea fairy tales
and myths in this stunning jacketed paperback
coloring book. Alongside mermaids, there are
many-tentacled creatures, giant seahorses, narwhals, and more. Select pieces include designed,
patterned backgrounds to keep colorists working
away in this fantastical underwater kingdom.

P E G GY D E A N , a nationally recognized artist who

focuses on modern calligraphy and line drawing, is
the author of the popular blog The Pigeon Letters.
She lives in the Pacific Northwest.

WATSON-GUPTILL
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CA M I L L A D ’ E R R I C O is a painter and manga
artist. She is the coauthor of Pop Manga and the
author of Pop Painting and Pop Manga Coloring
Book. She resides in Vancouver, Canada.
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The Comic Book Story of
Professional Wrestling

The Art of Tattoo
An Insider’s Look at a Tattoo Artist’s
Inspirations, Designs, and Hard-Won Advice

A Hardcore, High-Flying, No-Holds-Barred
History of the One True Sport

Megan Massacre, one of the world’s most popular
tattoo artists, presents a colorful and intimate
look at the art and practice of tattooing.

This graphic novel–style history features the key
grapplers, matches, and promotions that shaped this
beloved combination of sports and entertainment.

A beautiful, edgy collection of Megan Massacre’s
best tattoos and artwork, with inspiration and
practical information for anyone interested in the
tattoo process. This gorgeously photographed
book features a personal behind-the-scenes peek
into the making of a tattoo, from concept to execution—plus fan-favorite tattoos and tattoo cover-ups.

This complete illustrated history of professional
wrestling features competitors ranging from Hulk
Hogan and The Rock to John Cena and Sasha Banks
and more. Covering wrestling’s progress from the
carnival days of the Gold Dust Trio to the dominance
of the WWF/WWE to today’s diverse independent
wrestling scene, the book spotlights wrestling’s
popularity in the United States and around the world.

M E G A N M A S S AC R E has appeared on TLC’s
TEN SPEED PRESS
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America’s Worst Tattoos and NY Ink and
Fuse’s Bondi Ink Tattoo Crew, is a cofounder of
New York City’s Grit N Glory shop, and the
author of Marked in Ink.
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A U B R E Y S I T T E R S O N is a comic book writer and

host of the wrestling podcast Straight Shoot. He
resides in Los Angeles. C H R I S M O R E N O is a comics
artist and creator who also lives in Los Angeles.
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The New Rules of Coffee

Food52 Cook in the Blank

A Modern Guide for Everyone

The Fun, Freewheeling Game Plan That Takes
You from Zero to Dinner

An illustrated guide to the essential rules for
enjoying coffee both at home and in cafes.

Play this game and plan your dinner.

This highly caffeinated coffee primer features a
series of digestible rules accompanied by more
than 30 whimsical illustrations. Divided into
three sections—Around the World, At Home,
and At the Cafe—the book covers the basics of
brewing and storage, cafe etiquette and tips for
enjoying your visit, and essential information
about coffee production (What is washed coffee?),
coffee myths (darker is not stronger!), and
international coffee culture.

Food52 Cook in the Blank is the no-fuss, all-fun way
to answer the age-old question of “What’s for
dinner?” with a helping hand from the pros at
Food52. Twenty fill-in-the-blank recipe templates
spark creativity and nudge home cooks out of ruts,
paving the way for clever, easy-to-love meals—from
chili to sheet-pan chicken. Take inspiration from
whatever’s in the pantry or whatever your dining
companions shout out to fill in each blank. These
foolproof formulas will add up to happy bellies
and brand-new dinner ideas.

Founded in 2009 by A M A N DA H E S S E R and
M E R R I L L S T U B B S —two authors, editors, and
opinionated home cooks—Food52 supports, connects,
and celebrates home cooks, giving them everything
they need in one place.

J O R DA N M I C H E L M A N and Z AC H A RY CA R L S E N
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are the cofounders of Sprudge.com and publishers
of the Sprudge Media Network, an international
network of websites covering coffee around the
world. They live in Portland, Oregon.

CLARKSON POTTER
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This is Mexico City
A colorful, immersive guide to this enormously
popular and multifaceted city.
This gorgeous travel and look book is a love
letter to Mexico City that celebrates the vibrant
cultural, architectural, design, art, and culinary
destinations of this vast and exciting place. The
visual and descriptive guide to everything on and
off the beaten path will captivate Mexico City’s
residents, future and past visitors, and even armchair travelers enjoying from home everything
that this incredible city has to offer.

Drinking Distilled

Apéritif

A User’s Manual

Cocktail Hour the French Way

A pithy guide for beginners.

Kick off your night the French way—with light
drinks and inspired snacks.

Celebrated bartender Jeffrey Morgenthaler serves
up advice on drinking culture, understanding spirits, and making cocktails, complete with a dozen
tried-and-true starter recipes. Loaded with useful
and entertaining advice—such as how to drink with
the boss, how to order a cocktail you’ll like, and how
to drink in style on an airplane—getting schooled
has never been more fun.
J E F F R E Y M O R G E N T H A L E R is the award-winning bar

A B BY C L AW S O N LOW is a design director
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specializing in identity and publication design.
Her studio projects range from logos, websites, and
books to self-published projects and collaborations,
including work for the New York Times Magazine,
New York, Abrams Books, Melcher Media, and more.

director of Clyde Common and Pépé Le Moko in
Portland, Oregon. Named one of the ten most influential
bartenders of the past decade by Food & Wine, he is also
the author of The Bar Book: Elements of Cocktail Technique.
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Apéritif is about ushering in the evening, rousing
the appetite, and doing so with a convivial, carefree spirit. Paris-based author Rebekah Peppler
celebrates that easygoing lifestyle with simple yet
stylish recipes for both classic and modern lowalcohol apéritifs, along with French-inspired bites
and hors d’oeuvres.
R E B E K A H P E P P L E R is an American writer and food
stylist living in Paris. Her clients include the New York
Times, Bon Appétit, Real Simple, Food Network, and
multiple cookbooks.
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PUNCH
The Mini Bar

Winter Drinks

100 Essential Cocktail Recipes

70 Essential Cold-Weather Cocktails

An eye-catching collection of 100 recipes for
cocktail enthusiasts.

A recipe collection to liven up the coldest
months of the year, featuring modern versions of
classic cocktails and riffs on traditional toddies,
nogs, punches, and more.

From the editors of PUNCH, these eight small
notebooks, organized by base ingredient, feature
classic and modern drink recipes for whiskey,
rum, gin, vodka, tequila, champagne, sherry,
and amaro. Each notebook includes space in the
back for jotting down your own signature drink
recipes. Nested in a sturdy slipcase, this colorful
compilation is the ultimate bar cart accessory.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525572695 • 10/2/2018
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This ultimate collection of cold-weather cocktails,
curated by the PUNCH editorial team, offers
new ways to incorporate the season’s flavors into
foolproof drinks. The book covers spirit infusions,
batching drinks for a crowd, bottling and freezing stirred drinks for on-the-fly Manhattans and
martinis, syrups and shrubs to keep on hand, and
tips and tools to build a winter-ready bar.

P U N C H is a James Beard Award–winning online

magazine devoted to narrative journalism about
wine, spirits, beer, and cocktails.
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In Intimate Detail

Pure Skin

How to Choose, Wear, and Love Lingerie

Discover the Japanese Ritual of Glowing

A comprehensive and accessible illustrated
guide to lingerie.

Skin care is self-care.

In Intimate Detail is the complete guide to
everything you need to know about shopping for,
wearing, and caring for every type of intimate—
from basic bras and panties to shapewear,
special occasion wear, corsets, and more. In
this beautifully packaged book, with a soft-touch
cover and ribbon marker, lingerie expert Cora
Harrington demystifies unmentionables and
makes them accessible, empowering people
of all sizes, ages, and budgets to confidently
integrate the underthings of their dreams into
their daily lives.

Skin is the body’s biggest organ—it’s as vital to
health as the heart. That’s why Victoria Tsai,
founder of Tatcha Skin Care, is sharing timetested Japanese skincare traditions. This thoughtful guide helps readers get to know their skin and
gives useful tips about turning everyday ingredients and products into a super simple, uniqueto-you ritual. No matter how you customize it,
all it takes is two minutes and four steps: Purify,
Polish, Prep, and Nourish. But Pure Skin isn’t just
about basic skincare, it’s about a lifestyle: eat
healthier, practice whole-body beauty, and love
your imperfections.
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C O R A H A R R I N G T O N is the founder and editor in

chief of The Lingerie Addict, the Internet’s top blog
dedicated to intimate apparel.

V I C TO R I A T S A I is the founder and Chief Treasure

Hunter of Tatcha, a modern skin care brand rooted
in timeless Japanese beauty rituals.
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The Curated Closet
Workbook

The Accessory
Handbook

Discover Your Personal Style and Build Your
Dream Wardrobe

A Costume Designer’s Secrets for Buying,
Wearing, and Caring for Accessories
A practical and inspiring guide to how to style,
wear, buy, and care for every kind of accessory.

This stylish and hardworking companion to The
Curated Closet guides you through discovering
your personal style and building the perfect wardrobe to meet all your sartorial needs. Prompts
throughout enable you to identify favored color
palettes, silhouettes, key pieces, and outfit formulas that will make getting dressed a joy and a
breeze. Never again will you have a closet full of
clothes and nothing to wear!

In this empowering hands-on guide, Hollywood
costume designer Alison Freer reveals the secrets to
getting that cool-girl look by wearing—and pulling
off—the accessories of your dreams. From handbags
to belts, hats to shoes, rings to necklaces, and more,
you’ll learn how to build the best accessory wardrobe
to suit your style and wear it like you mean it.
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A N U S C H K A R E E S is a style guru and author of

The Curated Closet who has helped thousands of
women identify their ideal personal style and create
the perfect wardrobes to fit their lifestyles with her
curated closet system.
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A L I S O N F R E E R is a costume designer living and

working in Hollywood and the author of the New
York Times–bestselling How to Get Dressed.
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Weaving Within Reach

Make + Mend

Beautiful Woven Projects by Hand or by Loom

Sashiko-Inspired Embroidery Projects to
Customize and Repair Textiles and Decorate
Your Home

Modern weaving projects like you’ve never seen—
within easy reach of anyone.

An exquisite, full-color guide to sashiko, a
simple Japanese stitching technique that uses
stunning patterns to decorate or repair clothing,
accessories, and home textiles.

With a detailed introduction, stunning lifestyle
and step-by-step photographs, and a helpful
resource section, Weaving Within Reach unravels
the possibilities of the beautiful things you can
make with your hands. Craft more than 25 woven
projects, even if you don’t yet know the difference
between the warp and the weft. Lacking a loom?
You can weave most of the materials on found
objects—such as an embroidery hoop or cardboard
box—or with a simple over-under pattern using no
loom at all.

Requiring nothing but a sewing needle and
thread, the beautiful and simple Japanese craft of
sashiko is the ultimate method for transforming
your textiles. Make + Mend shows crafters of
every level how to apply this striking handsewing technique to a variety of projects, such as
repairing torn jeans, decorating a shower curtain,
and making a simple tote bag.

A N N E W E I L is the creator of the blog Flax & Twine
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and a designer of patterns that have been published by
Martha Stewart.com, Design*Sponge, Sweet Paul, and
Mollie Makes, among others. The author of Knitting
Without Needles, Anne teaches knitting classes nationwide. She lives in Denver, Colorado, with her family.
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J E S S I CA M A R Q U E Z is a New York–based author,

photographer, teacher, content creator, and full-time
creative maker behind the online shop Miniature Rhino.
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Life Is Long!

Lucky in Love

50+ Ways to Help You Live a Little Bit Closer
to Forever

Traditions, Customs, and Rituals to
Personalize Your Wedding

Lifestyle guru Karen Salmansohn presents a
colorful gift book of catchy phrases and tips
from longevity studies on the top 50+ ways to
live a long, healthy life.

A good wedding is equal parts planning
and magic.
Aside from bringing good fortune to a marriage,
incorporating auspicious traditions and rituals into
the big day is the most meaningful way to personalize
a wedding ceremony and reception. From choosing
rings to saying “I Do’s,” Lucky in Love has insight for
every step of the way: get married under a crescent
moon, bury a bottle of bourbon at the ceremony site,
make purple and white the wedding colors, or nestle
mirrors in centerpieces. With this book as their guide,
couples can make their own luck in love.

What if there was a gift book that could make
being healthier . . . fun? With witty sayings and
takeaways from fascinating studies—all paired
with bright illustrations that pop off the page—
this colorful book makes longevity practices easy
to recall and put into action, whether it’s eating
for gene health, standing up enough, or avoiding
hidden toxins.
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K A R E N S A L M A N S O H N is a New York City–based

happiness and wellness expert who is the author of
Instant Happy, Think Happy, and numerous other
bestselling self-improvement books, with more than
one million copies sold.

CLARKSON POTTER
9780525573906 • 12/11/2018
HC • $16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
160 PAGES • 6 × 8

E L E N I N . G AG E is a novelist, writer, and former

executive editor for Martha Stewart Weddings. She
graduated from Harvard with a degree in folklore
and mythology.
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The Nutcracker
The classic Christmas fairy tale by E. T. A. Hoffmann
is brought to life by the gorgeous contemporary
artwork of Finnish illustrator Sanna Annukka.
When Marie discovers a curious nutcracker doll
among her Christmas presents, she finds herself
caught up in an age-old battle and ultimately
transported to a magical world. This beautiful edition
combines the charm of the original tale with fresh
illustrations in a foil-stamped, cloth-bound format
that will be treasured and reread for years to come.
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THE SNOW QUEEN
TEN SPEED PRESS
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88 PAGES • 43⁄4 × 83⁄4

S A N N A A N N U K K A is an English-Finnish print-

maker and textile designer who creates collections
for Marimekko as well as a range of silkscreen
prints and other products.
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MOSAIC MIND BENDER PUZZLE
9781524763657
$16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
JIGSAW PUZZLE AND POSTER
500 PIECES • 73⁄4 x 93⁄4

Titles, prices, and other contents of
this catalog are subject to change
without notice. All orders are subject
to acceptance and availability and
are F.O.B. Publisher’s shipping point.
Orders will be filled at prices and on
terms in effect on date of shipment.
All prices shown are Publisher’s
suggested prices. Any reseller is free
to charge whatever price he or she
wishes for the products listed in this
catalog.
Publicity and Media Questions:
Kate Tyler, 212-572-2551 or
ktyler@prh.com

PRESIDENTIAL PUZZLEMINT
9781524761226
$16.99 US ($22.99 CAN)
JIGSAW PUZZLE AND POSTER
500 PIECES • 73⁄4 x 93⁄4

Andrea Portanova, 212-572-4921 or
aportanova@prh.com
Ten Speed Press, 510-285-3034 or
publicity@tenspeed.com
Send orders to:
Penguin Random House, LLC
400 Hahn Road
Westminster, MD 21157
Or call 800-733-3000
csorders@prh.com

DEAL OR DUEL
9780451499561
$23.00 US ($30.00 CAN)
214 CARDS • 61⁄2 x 61⁄2
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ten speed press

Clarkson Potter creates vibrant, design-for ward
stationer y, gifts, games, and impulse books. Our
list includes favorite brands, authors, and artists,
both those we’ve long admired, and those we’ve just
met, and whose work will delight and inspire our
key customers: the bibliophile, millennial, parent,
traveler, soul-searcher, and creative.

Ten Speed Press creates smart, high-quality, and
delightful gift books and journals. Located on the
trendsetting West Coast, we partner with top authors,
photographers, and artists worldwide to bring original,
enduring works to curious readers ever y where.

@clarksonpotter
@pottergift

@tenspeedpress

